
BURNING TREE HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION
July 20, 2016

Board Meeting Minutes

A scheduled meeting of the Board of Directors (the “Board”) of the Burning Tree Homeowners
Association (“BTHOA”) was held at 7:00 PM (Mountain Time) at the Town Hall of Columbine Valley,
located at 2 Middlefield Road, Columbine Valley, CO 80123.

Present were: Ted Snailum, Michael Farley, Judy White, Karyn Thompson-Panos, and Patty Scriffiny

Absent were Kim Byers, Tara Sonenstein

There was a quorum of the Board.

Guests in attendance: Richard Champion

Ted served as Chairman and called the meeting to order at 7:00 PM.

Approval of Minutes:
The Board members approved via email the June HOA meeting.

Old Business: None.

New Business:
1. Mayor Richard Champion is meeting with all of the HOA Boards to talk about several topics related to
the Town:
- As far as the Tuck property goes, Richard had no updates.  He did not know if the land sale has taken
place or not.  The P&Z Committee is hearing public comments again on Aug. 23.  If all public comments
are not heard on Aug. 23, another meeting will be scheduled.  The P&Z Committee will make a decision
and recommendation to the Town Trustees regarding the Tuck property once all public comments are
received and after they have deliberated.  The Trustees have a number of options regarding their final
decision.

- In addition to the discussion of the P&Z Committee process, Mayor Champion informed the Board that
there has been a problem with piles of broken glass on the streets in Burning Tree.  It appears that there
was a trail of glass dropping from the recycle truck, which had a hole in it. JD McCrumb is dealing with the
recycling company, who has been hand sweeping the obvious spots.  More efforts are underway to
resolve this in the future.

- The Mayor reported that the Board of Trustees is taking a long-term view of our budget and roads.  They
are trying to be proactive and ensure that what exists now lasts as long as we can make it last.

- The Board of Trustees is also looking outside of the boundaries of Columbine Valley, including at
Clayton Farms on Bowles and KB Homes on Platte Canyon and Bowles.  They are developing
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partnerships with the City of Littleton, Arapahoe County, and Jefferson County.  They are trying to get
Littleton to work with us to get the Bowles traffic signals to talk to the Ponds Circle and Fairway Lane
signals and to the Coal Mine signal in order to coordinate the signals and improve the traffic flow.

- Columbine Valley is negotiating with Bow Mar to handle their building permits, which will allow the
Town to hire one of our part-time office workers full time.

2. President Ted Snailum reviewed the results of the meeting that took place recently among the 13
homes lining Hunter Run Lane regarding the topic of the Tuck property development. The Board
continues to believe that it is not necessary to hire an attorney at this point to fight the Tuck property
development. However, the Board agreed to add this to the HOA meeting agenda next month and take
a formal vote at that time, notifying the residents in advance of the meeting.

Board Reports:
Pools (Patty Scriffiny) –Patty reported that there was an overwhelming response from residents about
the temperature of the pool and shared their email comments.  All residents resoundingly supported
keeping the pool at a warmer temperature with the exception of the Panos residence. Patty reported
that the problems with the glass at the pool have ceased, and she will look at the power savings
comparing this summer over last year to see how the new equipment expense compares. She noted
that we are enjoying savings from discontinuing the pay phone, and Paul Bennett has helped identify a
provider to secure a static D IP address.

We have had 14 pool parties this year, yielding nearly $300. However, the pool rental checks have not
been submitted to the Treasurer.  Michael Farley will contact Liz DeGrood to get the pool rental checks
that have been collected so far.

The Board agreed that the pool surveillance wifi information and password will remain unpublished and
private.  The purpose of the wifi is to provide remote access to the security cameras only.  We will not
share the wifi information with residents, as there is a concern regarding bandwidth and responsiveness
to neighbors who have difficulties with the wifi.

We continue to have an electrical problem with one of the pool lights, which is affecting all of the lamp
posts. The Board agreed that Patty will take care of this expense as a safety issue and secure an
electrician directly, if John O’Donnell is unable to address this issue in a more timely fashion.

Patty reported there is an ongoing problem with grill usage outside of the prescribed process.  The
official process requires that the life guard open the grill lock and sign out the key to an individual
responsible for leaving the grill clean and the gas shut off after usage.  However, several residents have
keys to the grill, and it is being used without our knowledge, often with the grill left in need of cleaning
and the gas left on.  Patty will replace the lock and let people know in the next newsletter that they can
request that the grill be unlocked by a lifeguard after agreeing to follow the gas shutoff and grill clean-
up instructions.
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Patty is printing signs for the gate regarding pool rules and hours of operation.  The expense was
approved by the Board.  She has received bills for welding the gate and for cleaning supplies that
seemed exorbitant, and she will talk to John O’Donnell about these unexpected and rather high costs.

Parks (Judy White) –The sprinklers have been checked and we discovered another tree-pinched line that
has been repaired.  The repaired line is now above ground, but underneath the mulch.  There is a leak in
the system in the north park that Judy is also tracking down.  Judy will have the sprinkler repairman take
her through what features a new sprinkler system would provide, as our system is quite old and in need
of continuous repairs. (Judy will not be at the next Board meeting.)

Tennis (Tara Sonenstein) – Tara was absent.

Treasurer (Michael Farley) – HOA dues were received for the outstanding home that had not paid their
dues, bringing all homes into compliance.

Social (Kim Byers) – Kim was absent but sent the following report via email to Karyn:
Kim has scheduled a concert in the park Saturday, August 20th at 6:00. Dan Mitschele played for us last
year and it was a great concert, so she is excited that he can play for us again. There is a resident pool
party on the same night.

The annual bags tournament is the following Saturday, August 27th. More details will follow but it is
tentatively planned to start at 5:00. Kevin and Jenny Lewis at 32 Spyglass are hosting this again, and the
BBQ truck will be proving dinner again.

The 4th of July party at the pool was a huge success.  Kim thanks everyone that helped her out.  She
greatly appreciates it.

Secretary (Karyn Thompson-Panos)
As the time was getting quite late, Karyn limited her comments to reminding Board members to send
their newsletter articles to her by Wed., July 27. She reminded the Board that we need to identify a new
newsletter editor and overall communications manager. At Patty’s suggestion, she reached out to Tessa
Leonard with samples of the newsletter and an offer to discuss the process and time commitments.
Tessa has asked to participate in the next newsletter so she can see how much time is required.

President (Ted Snailum)
Ted raised the issue that 4 Board member positions are up in January: Ted, Judy, Tara, and Patty.

Ted reported that he, Karyn and Michael met with members of the Old Town and Polo Meadows HOAs
along with members of the Old Town Wild Plum Farm Response Team regarding the common ground
regarding the Tuck development that the 3 communities share and will present to the Board of Trustees
and Planning & Zoning Committee.  Ted summarized the meeting that the 3 HOAs had, including the
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desire to draft a joint letter regarding the density and quality of the homes being built, in addition to the
traffic volume. No further action has been taken to draft the letter as of this date.

Adjournment:
The meeting was adjourned at 9:25 PM.

The next Board meeting is on Thursday, Aug. 18, 2016 at 6:30 PM.


